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What

•   Advanced technology for the  
monitoring of power quality,  
temperature, and humidity in a 
single device

How

•   Combines proven industry standards 
with advanced open protocol software

•   Patented waveform sorting for  
locating transitions faster

•   Captures logging without sacrificing 
transients

•   Triggers on both voltage and current

Why

•   Save time – reports easily noted, 
named and sorted during testing

•   Splits data into a report in seconds

•   Faster event capture and resolution

•   Reduce costs – do everything more 
efficiently with one monitor instead 
of three

Gain efficiency with the first integrated monitor  
specifically designed for data center commissioning
Power quality monitoring of data center generators and UPS 
equipment during commissioning – plus reporting – is tedious. 
It’s also time consuming when you have to use different pieces 
of equipment to cover power quality, high speed recording, 
temperature, and humidity monitoring. Sure, you’ve been doing it 
this way for the past 20 years or more. But is it worth putting up with 
software upgrades that aren’t compatible with the latest operating 
system on your laptop? Or spending hours trying to decipher 
handwritten notes and entering data manually? Or spending hours 
writing up a report after a 12-hour day of gathering and analyzing 
data instead of getting a good night’s sleep? 

What if you could save time and have the same reliable industry-
standards of a Drantez™, Astro-Med™ and HoBo™ in a single, 
powerful, easy-to-use power quality monitor that automatically 
generates reports? You can with the ComRent Cx Power Quality 
Monitor™.

ComRent and Rx Monitoring Services, a leader in medical imaging 
commissioning, has developed the ComRent Cx Power Quality 
Monitor™ specifically for the data industry. Built according to the 
latest industry standards for power monitoring, the Cx Monitor 
raises the bar by integrating humidity and temperature technology. 
And you’ll discover the value the first time you use its advanced 
data collection, storage, and automatic reporting capabilities that 
make system assessments and reporting easier and faster – with 
the same high quality you would expect from industry leading 
monitors.

The Cx Monitor gathers voltage and current data required for 
commissioning tests and collects temperature and humidity data 
for up to 100 locations per monitor. What’s more, all monitors come 
time synched from the factory as well as the field – unprecedented 
in the data center industry. It’s also designed to use both traditional 
and wireless connectivity, making it easy and intuitive to learn and 
use. Then it generates reports automatically after tests are complete 
– and 95 percent of your reporting is done. And free, open protocol 
software upgrades ensure that the Cx Monitor software will work 
on every laptop you have, regardless of operating system. 

To learn more, please con-
tact ComRent Load Bank            
Solutions:

www.ComRent.com 
888.881.7118

Solutions Overview: ComRent Cx Monitor™



Why ComRent?

•   CX power quality experts on call

•   Experts in technology for equipment 
commissioning

•   Over 30,000 load tests performed

•   24/7, 365-day customer support

About ComRent

With nearly 20 strategically located 
centers and North America’s largest 
inventory – over 2,500 pieces of equip-
ment and 90 miles of cable – ComRent 
can meet a wide variety of load re-
quirements, regardless of your indus-
try and testing objectives. And with 
over 30,000 load tests performed and 
a 99.99% on  
site performance record, there’s no 
better or more experienced company 
in the business. ComRent is your 
single source for electric and thermal 
load testing. 

More efficient power quality monitoring and reporting 
just got easier
Here are some key ways that the Cx Monitor can make you more 
efficient on the job, whether in the office or in the field:

Monitoring with a single solution
Why rent three different kinds of monitors when the Cx Monitor can 
do the job single handedly? Because the Cx Monitor integrates 
temperature and humidity testing with best-of-breed power quality 
monitoring technology, it makes commissioning and equipment 
maintenance testing more accurate and efficiently. Choose either 
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, or a USB interface to access download speeds 
that are significantly faster than any other meter.  In addition, users 
have unprecedented flexibility in setting adjustable triggers for 
alarms and events, transferring data, and developing data sets. 
The Cx Monitor also monitors the dust particle count, temperature, 
and relative humidity for logging purposes and documenting the 
rate of change.

Report writing made simpler and easier
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could gather field data in a way that was 
so organized an administrator could write the first draft of the report 
for you? Reviewing the transitional data can now be completed 
with a simple cut and paste, or save the data to a file with a single 
mouse click! Simply put, the CX Monitor writes your reports for 
you – automatically and accurately – as you perform the monitoring 
functions. 

Free upgrades with backward compatibility
We designed the Cx Monitor software to be “open protocol” so that 
data can be easily converted to any popular spreadsheet program. 
But most importantly, upgrades are free and guaranteed to be 
backwards compatible. That means that the Cx Monitor software 
will work on any laptop and any operating system.

Trust ComRent for integrated power quality monitoring
We know transitioning to new technology raises a lot of questions 
and concerns. Relax. You have ComRent’s 24/7, 365-day support 
on your side. We also know that the ComRent Cx Power Quality 
Monitor can make the high speed recording of power quality, 
temperature, and humidity faster, easier, and more efficient – and 
help your commissioning project come in on time and budget. Let 
us prove it with a demonstration of the first integrated power quality 
monitor in the market. To learn more and schedule a Cx Monitor 
demo, please contact us at 888.881.7118 or sales@comrent.com 
or visit www.comrent.com. 
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